
 

Transform�your
career�with�

Insight�Academy

ACCA CMA-US CMA-IND



Mission
The Insight Academy is established

with the mission of moulding and

empowering the students to Global

Professionals in Accounting and

Finance. 



Location
The classes are available online for
students any where in the world



CMA Sreeshine Pallayil

The Founder director, CMA Sreeshine Pallayil who is passionate with

training and mentoring, not only trains the students for the ACCA and

CMA- USA examinations, but imparts practical expertise in the wider

spectrum of Accounting, Management Accounting, Financial

Management , Internal Control and Risk management functions of

industries across Manufacturing, Contracting, Trading and Retail

sectors as well. Students can benefit from his global professional

experience spanning 23 years across various industries and from his

extensive liaisons with Big 4. 

The�Founder

CMA- US, CMA- Ind, MBA- Finance



Duration : ACCA course will be around 2 years for B Com or BBA graduates and 3 years for plus two passed students.

Our Programs

ACCA�
�Association�of�Chartered
Certified�Accountants

If you're looking to start a career in accounting

and finance, the ACCA is a simple choice if

you're interested in turning that interest into a

future full of possibilities. The worldwide pass

rate is much higher than other professional

finance exams, no matter the country or region,

and yet it's much more thorough when it comes

to learning both practical knowledge and

theoretical concepts we need to know as

accountants and financial consultants.



The CMA is highly respected globally. When

your expertise is internationally certified, there

are no borders on your career journey. You’ll

gain recognition for an international career,

even at home in India. And you’ll be included in

our global register of current CMAs.

CMA-US
Certified�Management�Accountant

Duration: The two part CMA- US Course and training duration is one year, 6 months each for one part.

Our Programs



CMA-IND�
�Certified�Management�Accountant

The CMA qualification is highly regarded by

employers in India. The certification provides

you with expertise to pursue a career in finance,

management accounting, internal audit, taxation

and operations management. Many

multinational corporations rely on the services

of an accounting manager to make critical

decisions about their finances and audit

processes.

Duration: The two part CMA- IND Course and training duration is one year, 6 months each for one part.

Our Programs



CMA�Sreeshine�Pallayil
CMA- US, CMA- Ind, MBA- Finance

Sreeshine is a Finance and Accounting Expert with deep

expertise in Finance, Strategy, Cost and Management

Accounting, Internal Controls, Business Processes,

Business Consulting and Value Creation. He is well

versed with the nuances of day-to-day management of

multi-site operations with a focus on working capital,

cash management, CAPEX planning and execution,

budgeting and forecasting, financial modeling, business

performance management, profitability, risk

management and compliance. He is also a strategic

leader who inspires action.

Our Faculties



Mrudula is a highly qualified, professional and experienced

teacher who inspires her students to reach their target

through her art of teaching. She is a Cost and Management

Accountant by qualification. Her specialties include financial

accounting, management accounting, cost accounting and

finance with an extensive experience in teaching middle

school, high school and college students. She is well-versed

in online teaching, has successfully taught more than 100

students from all over the world and coached them to

achieve their goals. She has a charming personality, pleasing

personality and is a strong speaker. She is also a master of

numbers and loves to play chess. 

CMA.�Mrudula�Muralidharan
CMA- Ind, CA - IPCC, DGM

Our Faculties



Contact�Us
Insight Academy for ACCA and CMA

Munambam, Near SNM College,
Maliankara, Palliport P.O, Kochi,

Kerala, India, 683515
 

Phone +91 80862 51040
Mobile +91 95676 54857

 
info@insightacademyonline.com

tel:918086251040
tel:919567654857
mailto:info@insightacademyonline.com

